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Pc ! induced electromagnetic
plasma in the magnetosphere

lift of background

• O Pokhotelov1
A. Guglielmi,• J. Kangas,• K. Mursula•-T Pikkarainen,
and A. Potapov
3
Abstract. We discussthe ponderomotiveredistributionof ions alonggeomagnetic
field lines due to the action of Pc 1 pulsations,usinga simplediffusionequilibrium
model. The field-alignedcomponentof the ponderomotiveforce is derived for
Alfv6n waves as well as for ion cyclotron wavespropagating in a multicomponent
plasma. Our theory givesa possibilityfor a better understandingof the problem
and a convenientway to make rough estimatesof the ponderomotiveefficiency
of Pc 1 wavesunderconcretemagnetospheric
conditions.Qualitative analysisof
equationsand satellite informationon the intensityof wave fieldsshowthat the
ponderomotiveforcescan have a pronouncedeffect on plasma. Ground-based
observationsof Pc 1 pulsationsalso suggesta ponderomotiveredistributionof the
background plasma.
1.

Introduction

geomagnetic field lines under the action o[' Pc 1 becomes well understood. In the present paper we treat

It is reasonable to think that the electromagnetic

this problem in the framework of a simple diffusionequi-

waves in the Pc I frequency range (0.2-5 1tz) may
have a pronouncedponderomotiveeffect on plasma distribution in the magnetosphere. This supposition is

librium model, taking the multicomponent composition

of magnetosphericplasma into account when calculating ponderomotive forces. We begin in section 2 with
supportedby both theoreticalconsiderations[Lundin Alfv•n wavesfor the following reasons. First, it is gener-

s propagatein the magand Hultqvist,1õ8õ; Guglielmi,1õ92; Guglielmiand ally believedthat Pc 1 pulsation
Pokhotelov,1õõ4,1õõ6]and satelliteobservations
[Hult- netosphereto great distancesas AlfvSn waves. Second,
qvist et al., 1õ88; Gustafssonet al., 19õ0; Lundin, it is commonly known that rays of Alfv6n waves coin1õ88;Kondo et al., 19õ0]. There is alsocircumstantial cide with geomagneticfield lines, a•d hencethe problem
evidence deduced from the ground-based observations of field-aligned transfer of wave energy is of particular
beof Pc 1 pulsations. For example, we have suggested importance. Third, the problem of self-cOnsistency
that the enhancement of Pc 1 pearl pulsations after tween the spatial structure of Alfv•n waves and spatial
magneticstorms [Wentworth,1964]hastensthe refill- distribution of ions is readily solved at least approxiing of the outer plasmasphereI Gu#liebniet al.• 1993, mately by using the WKB method. This approach pro1õõ5;Pokhotelovet al., 1õõ5,1õõ6
l. The possiblerela- vides insight into the topic and offers a clearer view of
tion of the substorm-associated
pulsationsIKan#as et the ponderomotiveredistribution of plasma.
The case of ion cyclotron waves is considerably more
al., 1õ761with the rise of O+ densityin the magnecomplex.
(Note that io• cyclotron wavesrepresentP(: 1
tospherewith increasinggeomagneticactivity [Young
propagation
in the near-equatorial segmentof the traet al., 1õ821is another exampleof this kind (see also

Ashour-Abdallaet al. [1981l, Lockwood
and Titheridge jectory.) Section 3 will be devoted to this subject. We
[1981], Cahill et al. [1982], Fraser and McPherron demonstrate the differences between the two cases of

l•9821,Kalisheret al. [1•8•1, •e,•t
•t • [•9841, Alfv•n and ion cyclotron waves. Section 4 contains
Krimigis et al. [1986l,Olsenand Chappell[1986l,and a number of applications of the theory presented in
the preceding sections to the analysis of satellite and
Fraseretak [1992]).

A great deal needs to be done before the pondero- ground-basedobservationsof Pc 1 waves.
motive redistribution of magnetosphericions along the
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2.1.

of Alfv6n

Ponderomotive

of Ions

Under

the

Waves
Forces

The ponderomotive forces can be introduced in the
Pc 1 theory by using the well-known expressionfor di-

Papernumber96JA01750.

electricpermeabilityof magnetospheric
plasn•a[Guglielmi et al., 1õõ5]. Such a phenomenological
approach
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is convenientin many respects,but it is limited to the
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hydrodynamic description of the bulk plasma. To remedy this limitation, the single-particle approach will be
used here to evaluate the ponderomotive forces.
Miller force. Let B be the background magnetic

fieidand E• the amplit•deof Alfv6• wave.Then the

I. IF'I' O1: I:IACKGR.OtlND

where the field--alignedaccelerationis equal to

a -- (b2/S•op)O
h•p/Os.
Here we have made use of the known relatio•

field--aligned component of the so--CalledMiller force
acting on a chargedparticle with massm equals

fM....
4---•OZ•
IOs

(l)

PLASMA

E_l-' CAßbo(B/t91/4

(9)

whereCA" B/(l•op)•/2 is the Alfv6nspeed,p is the
plasmadensity,m•d/•o is the permeabilityof freespa(:e
[Alfvdnand Fflthamraar, 1963]. We can seethat f is

whereO/Osis the spatialderivativealongthe fieldline.
of B anddirectedtowarddecreasing
p. it
Let usderive(1) by averaging
the Lorentzforceovera independent
period of Alfv&• oscillationsin the following•'t•anner.
We introducethe local Cartesiancooi-dinates
(x, y, z)
so that B-(0, 0, B) and E =(E,0,0) at the origin.

shouldbe particularlyemphasizedthat theseproperties
are not valid in the case of ion cyclotronwaves(see
section3).

Then the magneticfield of the •nonochromatic(E cx
exp(-iwt)) linearly polarizedAlfv6n wavehas the componentsb -- (0, b,0), where

2.2. DiffusionEquilibrium

(2)

We study now the diffusionequilibriumof electrons
(e) and ions (i) when is taken into f into account.The
equations of force balance have the form

The field--aligned corhponent of the Lorentz lbrce

T•) In N,/O.s

equals evb, where e is the particle charge and v is the x
component of the particle velocity due to the action of

7'OlnN•/Os .....'m•gf CEil4 f•

E. Averagingoverthe oscillationperiodis obtainedby
the rule [Landauand Lifshitz, 1988]

-- 1Re(vb*)

(3)

v :- -icoE/•lB

(4)

m•.q-eEii t

(10)

(11)

where Ne,• standsfor the concentrationof particlesand
g is the gravitational acceleration. For simplicity we
have assumedthat ions are singly chargedand plasrna
is consideredto be isothermal(7'e '- 7• '-- 7'). [}sing
(10) and (11) and the quasi-neutralitycondition,we
obtain the arebipolar electric field

where • = eB/m >> co.Now, substituting(2) and (41
into (3) gives(1).
It is interesting to compare (1) with the original

Ell

m•
2eG

(12)

where

equation,
e2

fM ' -4mw•OEj2
/as

(5)

put forwardby Miller[1958] in his pioneeringwork for
high-frequency(co>> •) electromag•eticfields. We call

andm+ = pin is the meanionmass(N = •N• is the
total ion density).
Substituting(12) into (11), we obtain

special attention to the different dependenceon mass

rrl •

and charge. One can see that the Miller forcein the
low-frequency limit (w << •) is independentof e b•tt,
similar to inertia, proportional to m.
Lundin-Hultqvist
force. In addition to (1), the
"magnetic pumping' force

fsn - 2B2 a s/a

(6)

exists if the backsoread magnetic field is inhonmge-

TOInN,,/as
.....
(rn, •-)G.

(14)

Equation (14) differs from the co•nn•onform only in
that 9 is replaced by C, the difference between the
gravitational and ponderomotive accelerations. Reducing the •avitational accelera[ion due to the action of

ponderomotiveforcesleadsto interestingconsequences.
Let us assumefirst that all ionshaveequalmass.Then
m + ::: m•, and (14) may be rewritten as

neous[Lundin and Hultqvist,[1989]. The originof this
forceand the form of (6) are madeclearerin considering
the effectivema•etic momentof the chargedparticle in
motion

under

the action

of the electric

field of A lfv•n

wave. Note that f•n, like f• in the low-frequency
limit, is independentof the particle chargebut proportional

to m.

Total force. Let us denotef = f• + f•n. With a
little manipulation this total forcecan be rearrangedto

where =

=-

and po :• p(ro) are valtiesat a certain point 'to on a
given field line of the geomagneticfield.
At highlatitudesthe magneticfieldlinesare almost
radial, and therefore(]5) can be replacedby

the form

$ ....

(7)

p

•

dr

r•
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where r is the geocentricdistance, M is Earth's mass, mixture of ions, let us coincide ro with the maximum
and n is the gravitational constant. After integratio• of light ions. Then it followsfrom (8) and (14) that the
we obtain
local scaleheight at this point is increased•' 4-1 times,
where

r

(

Po

•

whered = cs•ro/nMand•-

b/8oNoT.

ei-

m I

•z 2 -- m 1

ciency of the ponderomotiveredistribution of plasma
is characterized by the value of the dimensionlessparameter v. When passing from • << 1 to • • l, the
exponentialdensityprofilep(r) changesto power form
at the distancer -• ro. [|'/• <• l, then a strong modification of plasmacan take place,say, at a distancer • 2r0

For example, in the mixture of O •' and !-t• ions the
parameter •y•is larger than •y by a factor of 28. In this
regard it can be said that the effectivenessof ponderomotive forces increases if the plasma contains ions of

if

3.

•ore than o•e type.
Redistribution

Action

• >exp
-•-•
(1)

(18)

of Ions

of Ion Cyclotron

Under

the

Waves

Recall that the A lfv6n and ion cyclotron waves are
assigned to the same branch of the dispersion curve;
Alfv•n waves correspond to the quasi-transverse propagation, and ion cyclotron waves correspond to the

We now analyze multicomponent plasma, using the
system of quasi-linear equations(14). We will argue
•hat the accelerationC is not equal to zero anywhere quasi--longitudinalpropagation [e.g., Stix, 1962]. It is
but rather downward everywhere. This findi•g is evi- not surprising,then, that the Alfv•n wave •nay be aldent in the case of a single-component plasma, b•t we

tered to the ion cyclotron wave and vice versa as the

will prove it in the general case. As a conseque•me, wavepropagates
in themagnetosphere.
Thus it isnecthe ponderomotiveaccelerationa is pointi•g •pward; essaryto obtain equationsfor io• cyclotronwavessimi.e. we are dealing here with "electromagneticlift" of ilar •o thosederivedabovefor Alfv&• waves. We shall

the background
plasma. However,a is strictly lessin

restrictourconsideration
to thespecialcaseof strictly

magnitudethan the gyavitationalacceleration.
NOW, assumingthat C ......0 somewhere,we ca• de-

field-aligned propagation for simplicity.

ducefrom (14) that Op/Os-- 0, and therefbrca ......
0
(seeequation(8)). From this deductionit followsthat

3.1. Basic Equations

G ....g, coming into conflict with the initial ass•rnption.
Since a < g at sufficiently small distances with cer-

pagatingalongthe backg•'ound
naagnetic
fieldB hasthe
left hand(:irc•qarpolarizationwith electri(:compone•ts

tainty, and G is continuousand nonzeroat any point,
our Claim is proven. I• partic•fiar, this restfit implies
that the plasma densitydecreasesmonotonicallywith
distance from the Earth, even though the Alfv&• wave
is of high amplitude.

A transverse electromagnetic ion cyclotron wave pro-

-iz
and magnetic components

The last conclusion calls for two remarks. First, the
(w'

possible
interference
structure
of Alfv6n'waves
is disre-

(93

gardedhere. Thereforewe do not considera nonmono- where x and y are the Cartesian coordinates perpen.

tonicbehaviorof plasmadensityin the antinodeot'a dicular to B. The Miller force J'• results fi'o•n averagh•g

standing
Alfv6nwave[Allan,1992,1993a,
b). Second,the Lorentz force over •he oscillationperiod. Si•ce
to avoid confimion,it shouldbe particularly enal)hasized is quadratic in E z, •he linearized equation of motio•
will s•ce for our purpose:
creaseis equally valid for ion cyclotron wavesbut in
ieE•
v• '
,
v
•
(22)
the low-frequencylimit only (seesection3.2).
that the above conclusion about the monotonous de-

-

Thus, althoughthe dependence
of acceleratio•C
:.

upon concentrationsN• is rather (:o•t•blicated,we k•ow
that the sign of C coincideswith the sigma
of g. It fol-

lowsthat qualitativelythe ion speciesare distributed

In deriving (22) we haveneglectedthe unpemu'bedmotion of the charged particle.

Combining(21) and (22) and averaging,we obtain

along the geomagneticfield liraesin the same way as
they would be without pondero•notiveforces. in par-

fM- --2row
(w- Q)'

ticular, a mixture of light (i .... 1) and heavy (i .....2)
ions is distributed, so that N2 decreasesmo•otonically
with distance from the Earth and Na has a n•aximum

(23)

Similarly,

at some distance.

Parameter • has been introduced so that • ] I indi-

cateshowmanytimesthelocalscaleheightat thepoint

2m•
(w- g-!)
•E•(9
InB/c9,s.
(24)

ro is increasedunder the action of po•deromotive forces Then, by adding the forces(23) and (24) we obtai• (see
on the plasmawith one ion type. [n the caseof binary also Shuklaand Stenfio [19851
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fl-

as

the assumptionthat the excitationand propagationof
Pc I ion cyclotron wavesin the •nagnetosphercocc•tr

'

mostcommonly
in waveguides
Stretched
alonggeomag-

Let us compare(23)-(25) with the similarequations

(l) and(6)---(S)
for the Alfv6nwave.Thesetwosetsof
equations
deviateconsiderably.
l•h•rthermore,
(25)does
notyield(7) in thelimit w -• 0, asmightbehopedfor,

neticfieldlines(seeCuglielmi[1989]for a moredetailed
discussion).Consideringthat the effectivecrosssection
of the waveguidechangesalonga geomagnetic
fieldli•e
as B-l, relation(33) can be obtainedin the framework

but tendsto infinity. As we will seebelow,the inclusion of ray theory.
Substitutingrelation(33) into equation(30) gives
of the ambipolarelectricfieldelirninatesinfinityat
0 and allowsus to obtain the ponderomotiveforce
iotacyclotronwavesin the low-frequencylimit.
Fi= 2N (hi- w)2(•e
+w)2 + 2
In the caseof ion cyclotron waveswe have

<lL(aa+

B On•

eEII- _m__+g
2 +F

(26)

TOInN•/as
-- m•- --•--/g+ F•

(27)

] •i)

n2--]

n2 + 1 OlnB

)1

0 h•n• ON3

where

3.2. Diffusion

! (fe--Zq•

•(1

+

Equilibrium

Although equations(27), (31), (33), and (34), deHere,q• ß N,/N is the relativeconcentratim,
of ions, scribing the diffusionequilibrium of multico•nponent
and fe and f• are definedby (25) with correspo•,dingmagnetospheric
plasmawith Pc I waves,are fairly cumvalues of charge and mass.

bersome,somepropertiesof the solutionsof theseequaLionsare ln•derst,ood by m•alyzi•g somespecialand li•-

Equation(28) may be rearrangedto •ve

iting cases.

where•oa

In the low-frequencylimit, (27), (31), (33), and (34)
transformto (8), (9), (13), and (14), as discussed
in the
precedingsection. This bringsup the q•cstio•: ttow
low a frequencyis low i• this respect? The m•sw(;r
dependson the wave amplitude. If 7 << l, the condition w << min {•,} is neededto recovert}•e MHD
description.Here, rain {•]•} is the Kyrofrcq•w.•(:y
of the
heaviestion. If 7 >> l, the co•dition is-yw << hain{•],•}.
In case the plasn•aco•tains only one ion type, the

(e•N./eom.)•/•, (• ....e,'t,I•

set of basic equations red•(:es to

eo is the permittivity of free spa(:cand

P«4csBo(l
2 -2Z,ov
•) (l ]vlip....gll
,}

Nowit is easyto checkthat (27) takesthe for,,,(14) for
w • 0; in this casethe acceleration(8) is replacedby

a' - -(1/4)a(E_L
/ B)2/as.

(32)

It remains to be described how the spatial structure
of the wave field is related to the distribution of ions.

This is a challengingtask,sincethe distributionof ions
in turn is determinedby the wave structure. For the

purposeof findingthe spatialdistributionof ionsin
an explicit form it is co•venientto use the following
straightforward relation:

Probablythereis noothersimplewayto solvetheproblem of ponderomotive
redistributionof ionswithoutnumericalintegration
of thenonlinear
waveequation.One

argumentin favorof (33) is that it offersa natural
extension
of (8) to higher-frequency
oscillations.For
w << f/ and n2 >> 1, (32) and (33) coincidewith (8)
and (9), respectively.
The secorid
argumentrelicson

where y •/•]o, •o is the ion •ro[re(tuency a• a certain point on the field line. This eq•mtioncan be written
as

dy

py3/:•_ Qy
__

dx

y•/2 + R '

where, for a dipole magnetic field

(36)
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andy .- p/po, Bo:: BElL3, •0 =-•E/L3, L =-(1Xo•)
- •, RE....6371kin,gE= 9.8rn/s2, BE= 3.1x 10-5
T, fie = 3 x 10a s-], .z ---cos0,x0 = cos00(00is the
colatitude of intersectionof a dipole field line with the

Earth's surface),and po is the plasmadensityat the
equator of a field line.

Equation(36) demonstrates
a i•ew propertyof the
plasmadistributionp(x) whichwasabsenti• the case
of Alfv(m waves(see section2.2), namely, it follows
from (36) that a nonmonotonic
distributionoccursand
a maximum is forriledat the equator (x = 0), if E •o is
greaterthan [Guglielmi,1992]

Y

1.5

.!

1.0

ß

oo

0.5

-0.4

•.5 •,,,;

.

0.4

2.0

The criticalfieldE, [mV/m]-= 231.461(1- v)/Vr ']

L'-3.5is smallerthe greaterthe Mclllwain l)ara•neterL Figure 2. Distribution ot' normalized plasma de•lsity
cos0 and wave aniplitudc
and the normalizedfreq•mncyv w/•o are (Fig•,'e !). y --: p/po as a function of x -:--o (v ....w/ f•o was used).
Let us study some partial solutionsof (36). The E _t_
boundary condition y = I at x ::: 0 followsfrom the
definition of y. The solutionp(x) is controlledby three
dimensionless
parameters,e = E•.o/E,, v = w/f•o, and 4.1. Satellite
Observations

cr- c•/e•,wherec• - (2Rzgt•/L)
•/•. Some
ol'theso-

lutions obtained by numerical integration are plotted
Measuring the wave frequencyf .....
ßw/2•r a•d a•npliin Figure 2. We can see the qualitative redistribution tude E i_oat the top of the field line would sufficeto
of plasma when E_•oincreasesabove the critical valero timate the dimensionlessparameter e :-- Eño/E, which
E,
0.58 mV/m at L - 5 and v ....0.5.
characterizesthe e•ciency of pondcromotiveforces(see
equation (37)). Instead of Exo, the amplitude bo
n E•o of magnetic field oscillations can be used in the
4. Analysis of Observations
ratio e --bo/b,, where
The simpletheory outlinedaboveappliesto the equi-

librium distribution of plasma along geomagneticfield
lines. It hardly needssaying that in act•m! conditions
O,(nT)
......
0.342W T
the equilibrium can neverbe attained. Nevertheless,the
generalfeaturesas well as the specialcasesof the above In such a case one has to measure not only f a•(t bo b•t
theory may be usedas a meansto analyzesatellite and also No. Let us considersome illustrative examples.
ground-based measurements.
Bossenet at 11976]detected Pc I •nagneticpulsariotasby the geosy•chrm•ousATS I satellite. Figure 1

No •o_•

(38)

of their work shows a transverse wave with f m 0.25 Hz
and bo• 3.5 nT. In a dipole magnetic field, rio = 10.43

10 •

s-' • at L -:' 6.6, whencev • 0.15. We need the cold
background plasma density i•l addition to these paran•eters. Lacking precise informations,we use the characteristic value No • 10---ao
ctn-a. Then b, • 1-1.7 nT
and e • 2--3.5, i.e., we have now a severe redistributio•

of plasma under the action of ponderomotive forces.
100

Fraser et at 11992}observedthe ion cyclotronwaves
at f • 0.1 ttz by ISEE I a•ld 2 satellites o• the i•bou•ld
pass near equatorial dusk on August 22, 1978. O•

06

average,E•..o• 0.5 mV/m, bo• 0.65 i•T, and No • 10

cm'-a at L • 7.5 accordingto 'Fable1 and Figure 11
.

10'1
t
I

I

I

i

3

4

5

6

L

Figure 1. Dependenceof the critical field E, o•l the
McIllwain parameter L for a few valuesof the •lorn•alized frequenciesy -: w/•o.

of their paper. It follows that v • 0.1, E, • 0.57
mV/m and hence e • 0.87. The value of the critical
magnetic field b, • 1.2 nT leads to a somewhat different
estimation of e • 0.55. In any case the ponderomotive

redistribution
of plasmamaybe sizableif not aslarge
as in the preceding example.

Mursula et aL 11994]usedthe electfie field rne•sur•
ments by the •eja satellite to study Pc 1 pulsations
at ionospheric heights. The wave packet with f • I

21,498
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Hz, El "• 4 mV/m was registerednear 645 km altitude at 62ø geomag•etic latitude. on Novernbe.
r 18,
1992, during very quiet geomagneticconditions. [)s-

On the other hand,severalauthors[Pope,1965;Kenney and Knafiich, 1967]haveindicatedstatisticallythat
the repetition period r of Pc I wave packets increases

ing the dipole approximationof geomagneticfield, we as the carrier frequency decreases. Hence one might
obtain L "- 5, so • "- 0.26 and E, "- !.2 mV/m. To esti- expect that not only f but also r is subject to ponderomate Ex0 we usethe relations(31) and (33) in the form motive modulations. Let us introduce the di•ne•sionless

Eño'"' Eñ(Bo/B)[(1- •,)(p/po)]
1/4. The B ratioand

para•eter

the t, factorattain the values6 x l0 -3 and 0.9, respec-

tively.Let usassume
N • l05 cm-•, mi - too+, and
No'" 10--100
cm-3 m•- ran+ Then(p/po)1/4""1020.

--

d In r/dr
d In f/dr

(40)

In total, Eñ0 "" 0.2-0.4 mV/m, and therefore as a measureof •he combinedvariation of r(t) and f(t).

• "- 0.16-0.33.

The dimensionless
parameters'y and 7' introducedin
section 2.2 are also usefi•l in analyzi•g satelli•,e obser-

vations.As an example,take E•_"• l0• mV/m for a•

An impor•an• poin• is •ha• A can be estimated theoretically b•t can also be obtained from gro•md-based
observations.

The following relation was recently presented by A.

Alfv•n waveat a heightof l04 km in the auroralzone. Guglielmi e• al. (Range finding of Alfv6n oscillations

This value correspondsto the Viki•g satellite •neasure.- and •he remo•e dia•ostics of magnetosphericplasma
ments[Lundin and Hultqvist,1989[. Parameter- can density by using •he ground-based MHD ranger, subbe reartrudgedto give
mi•ed •o J. Geophys. Res., (1996):

.---:

(39)

rf _ 2wVs• L

Now assumethat 7' •_ l04 K and m.iis the proton•nass.

(41)

Then V • 1.7; i.e., a strong plasma density change is
expected.

where Vs• is the solar wind velocity, •m is the
rofrequency of protons at the magnetopause, and L is
the McIllwain parameter of the waveg•.fidealong which
4.2.
Ground-Based
Observations
the Pc 1 wave packet propagates in the magnetosphere.
Accordingto the theoryof Pc I pulsations[C'ornwall, One can ima•ne two different possibilities. First, L re1965[,•he greaterthe plasmadensityN0 is, the s•naller mains constant in the courseof a plas•na redistributions.
the carrier frequencyf is. Consequently,if Pc 1 induced In that case,A--:: -I. Actually, (41) was derived withmagneticlift (or magneticpumping)indeedoccurs,the out consideringdispersion effects. It can be shown that
frequenq will gradually decreasein the co•trseof the including wave dispersion would lead to the inequality
event. Ground-based observations show that pearl Pc A • -l in the case of constant L.
The second possibility is that L increaseswith time,
I wave series decreasing with midfrequency, dr/dr <
0, are abundant [Often, 1972; Matveeva et al., 1972; dL/dt > 0. In such a case, A • -1 in order to fit

Dovbnyaet al., 1974;Guglielmi,1974[. Figa•u'e
3 shows (41). (It can also be shown that including dispersion
an example of s•ch a series.

further enhances the ineq•mlity A > -l.)

'Fhe c•se

f

[Hz]

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

07.30

08.00

08.30

UT

Figure 3. Sonogramof pearl Pc 1 eventwith decreasing
frequencyobservedat Oulu, Finland,on
November, 24, 1993, at about 0800 UT. The vertical bat' is due t,o time signal.
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of alL/dr > 0 corresponds to the commonly accepted
model of the plasmasphere refilling after a Inagnetic
storm and the excitation of ion cyclotron waves in the
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Conclusion

We studied the ponderornotiveredistribution of ions
vicinity of the expa•ding plasmapause[e.g., Thorne, along the geomagneticfield lines, •ming a sin•ple dif1974]. The results presentedabove suggestthat the fusionequilibrium model. Naturally, the eq•filibri•x•n
Pc 1 waves play an active role in the processof plas- assmnption is an idealizatio•, (,specially at high latimasphere refilling, not j•tst passively moving with the tudes. Plasma outflow persists at high latitudes, as
plasmapauseaway from the Earth. [n conclusions,
A is proven by theoretical calculations[Banks and Holzer,
predicted to be smaller (larger) than -1 according
1968: Lundin and Hultqvist, 1989]as well as by satelthe first (second)possibility.
lite measurements[Hultqvistet al., 1988; Lundin, 1988;
In order to estimate the experimental value of A we Kondoet al., 1990].At low latitudesan equilibriuin,or
studied Pc 1 events observed at the two Fin•ish obsermore precisely,quasi-equilibrium, seeinspossible. Our
vatories of Oulu and Sodankylii. We selected32 seriesof theory predictsthe formationof a maximumof plasma
Pc I waves with cb< 0 occ•rring in August--November density at the equator if an intense Pc 1 wave action
1993. The mean frequency and repetition period are persistslongenough(seealsoAllan 11992].
0.92 4-0.06 Hz and 131 4- 8 s, respectively. The K p
We think that the present theory offers an excitindex during all events was smaller than 3+.

ing analytical potential to better •mderstand a•d
Figure 4 showsthe distribution of the valeroof A ['or timate the pondero•notiveeffici(?ncy
of Alfv6• attd io•
the selected events.
Parameter
A varies between -2.1
cyclotron wavesunder concrete•nag•ctosphericcondiand -0.1
with the mean value -0.68
4- 0.08 and rms
tions by using si•nple parameters like •, 7t, ,, A, a•(t
0.47, suggestingthat the secondpossibility is •nore
the given relations. We conclude from our esti•natio•s
vored, although the firs[ o•e may also be realized soine- that a ponderomotiveredistribution of plas•a i• the
times. Since it is possiblethat the diurnal variation of magnetosphere •mder the action of Pc 1 waves is co•the plasmapausepositio•l Inay also afI'e(:tthe cl•a•lgeof siderable.
wave parameters, we have studied the day-to-day variation of r and f in a more or less fixed local tithe sector.
Acknowledgments. This work was supportedby INAmong the wave eventsselectedthere were a few cases TAS Foundationgrant 94-2811. We are gratefid to Georg
satisfying these constraints. For' all but one evei•t the Gustafsson,Felix Feygin, Dmitrii Pokhotelov,a•ld lngemar
HiiggstrSm for interesting discussio•ls.
value of A so calculated was fo•md to be larger tha• -1,
typically -0.4.

An effort was made to eliminate the L paran•eter
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